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The giant magnetoresistive head, consisting of magnetic and noble metal multilayers, is a key device 
of hard disk drives. As head properties strongly depend on the layered structure, structural 
characterization is important for producing good devices. In this report, we review energy-filter TEM 
for elemental mapping in nm resolution, multi-wave x-ray reflectometry for accurate analysis of the 
layer thickness, and in-plane diffraction for analysis of grain size and random strain. We also discuss 
applications of these methods and provide a future prospect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Giant magnetoresistive (GMR) spin valve heads have 

been investigated for high recording density hard disk 
drives (HDD), because of their high sensitivity in 
reading magnetic records[ I]. Recently, many researchers 
have investigated perpendicular magnetic recording 
media[2] and advanced spin valve heads with magnetic 
tunnel junctions (MTJ) for developing advanced 
HDD[3]. The MTJ structures which consist of two 
ferro-magnetic layers separated by a thin ( -1 nm) tunnel 
barrier hold substantial potential for application as 
computer memory (MRAM)[4]. The GMR structures 
similarly consist of two ferro-magnetic layers separated 
by a noble metal spacer of a few nm thickness. Their 
magnetic properties, such as the magnetoresistance and 
interlayer coupling between the two ferromagnetic 
layers, strongly depend on the thickness and the 
interface roughness of each layer. 

Therefore, a precise structural characterization of the 
magnetic multilayers is important for producing good 
devices and for improving their magnetic properties. 
Items to be identified in the structural characterization 
are as follows: 1) device structure under several 
processes; 2) elemental mapping and chemical bond 
information at nm region; 3) layer thickness, interface 
roughness and density; 4) crystal structure, orientation, 
strain and grain size; and 5) magnetization distribution, 
magnetic coupling, magnetic domain size and magnetic 
dynamics. 

In this report, a few analysis methods for the structural 
characterization as mentioned above are reviewed by 
way of examples in our work. 

2. ENERGY-FILTER TEM (EF-TEM) 
2.1 Outline ofEF-TEM 

Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) have been 
used to give high resolution characterizations of 
microstructures. Recently, elemental mappings and 
chemical bonding states could be analyzed by a TEM 
equipped with a energy filter[5,6]. 
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Electrons which enter a sample interact with, and are 
scattered by, atoms in the sample. The transmitted 
electrons consist of both elastic and inelastic scattered 
electrons. The latter are scattered by atoms in the inner 
shells (core-loss electrons), losing a certain amount of 
energy. This energy loss is unique for a given element. 
Thus it is possible to do elemental mapping by 
measuring the transmitted electron image selected at an 
energy by the energy filter equipment. 

2.2 Experimental 
As a example of elemental mapping, the magnetic 

layered structure of a GMR head was observed. The 
elemental images were acquired using a TEM (Hitachi, 
HF-2000) with an energy filter (Gatan, imaging filter 
model 678). The layered structure of the GMR head was 
NiFe shield/ Ah03 under-gap/ PtMnl CoFe/ Ru/ CoFe/ 
Cu/ CoFe/ NiFe/ CoFe/ Cui CoFe/ Ru/ CoFe/ PtMn! Tal 
Ah03 upper-gap I NiFe shield. The TEM sample of the 
GMR head device for cross-sectional observation was 
prepared using both a focused ion beam (FIB) and a 
micro-sampling technique by which the specific region 
of several !lm can be picked up and thinned to a 
thickness of several tens of nm[7]. 

Fig.l TEM images, 0, Mn, Ni and Co core-loss 
images of the GMR head. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 
Fig.l shows the TEM images, 0, Mn, Ni and Co 

images. The brightness of these elemental images 
corresponds to the elemental concentration. The 
elemental images are in good agreement with the 
designed layered structure. In particular, six Co layers 
can be observed, i.e. the two thin (0.5 nm) CoFe layers 
and two CoFe layers separated by the thin (0.8 nm) Ru 
layer. Using these techniques, the layered structure of 
the head device can be analyzed precisely, e.g. not only 
lattice defects, stacking faults, dislocations and head 
shapes, but also elemental mappings and chemical 
bonding states. 

2.4 Application of EF-TEM 
The EF-TEM technique is indispensable for device 

development and failure analysis. The technique can be 
applied to observe element diffusions, changes of 
chemical bonding states with annealing, and fine 
processes. 

3. MULTI-WAVE X-RAY REFLECTOMETRY[8] 
3.1 OutlineofMW-XRR 

The x-ray reflectivity technique is a powerful tool for 
investigating layer thickness, electron density, and 
interface roughness[9]. However, in transition metal 
multilayers, such as CoFe/Cu/CoFe GMR multilayers, 
the difference in the refractive index between CoFe and 
Cu at Cu-Kcx energy is too small to analyze precisely the 
layered structure, because of the lower intensity of 
specular x-rays reflected from CoFe/Cu interfaces. The 
refractive index is a strong energy-dependent variable 
and it rapidly changes near the absorption edge of the 
material. Fig.2 shows the x-ray intensity reflected from a 
Co/Cu interface as a function of x-ray wavelength. The 
reflected x-ray intensity is very strong at Cu-K~ and 
Co-K~ lines because of the anomalous-dispersion effect 
to enhance the x-rays reflected from the interface. The 
anomalous-dispersion effect is useful for more accurate 
analysis of the layered structure of transition metal 
multilayers[l0-12]. Moreover, the analysis accuracy of 
the thickness and the interface roughness becomes 
higher by analyzing simultaneously the reflectivities 
measured at multi-x-ray wavelengths, because the 
problem of the local minimum in the least-squares 
method is avoided. 
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Fig.2 X-ray intensity reflected from Co/Cu interface as a 
function of x-ray wavelength. 

3.2 Experimental 
The layered structure of the GMR multilayer was Si 

sub./ Ta(5)/ NiFe(5)/ d-CoFe(l)/ Cu(2.3)/ u2-CoFe(2)/ 
Ru(t)/ ul-CoFe(L5)/ CrMnPt(20)! Ta(3). The numbers 
in parentheses are the nominal thickness in nm. The Ru 
thickness (t) was 0-0.8 nm. The reflectivities were 
measured at Co-K~, Cu-K~ and Cu-Kcx lines using an 
x-ray reflectometry instrument (Rigaku, SLX-1). They 
were measured using the 8-28 scanning technique and 
simultaneously analyzed by the least-squares method, 
which uses the reflectivity formula and includes 
interfacial effects due to roughness and/or 
interdiffusion[13,14]. The values of refractive index (5), 
thickness (t), and interface width (cr) for each layer were 
refined by minimizing z 2

; 

(1) 

where lexp and Iccil were the experimental and calculated 
reflectivity intensities, respectively. j was the number of 
x-ray wavelengths, and i is the data point of reflectivity 
measured at each x-ray wavelength. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 
Fig.3 shows the experimental and calculated 

reflectivities measured at 3 x-ray wavelengths for the 
sample in the Ru layer of 0.4 nm thickness. The refined 
reflectivity curves closely match the experimental data. 
The designed Ru thickness dependence of the analyzed 
thickness in each layer is shown in Fig.4. The analyzed 
Ru thickness is in proportion to the designed one. The 
thickness of Cu and d-CoFe is constant for the designed 
Ru thickness. Similarly, the thickness of ul-CoFe and 
u2-CoFe is constant except for the designed Ru 
thickness of 0.2 nm. The total thickness of ul-CoFe and 
u2-CoFe is almost constant for the Ru thickness. The 
division of the total thickness to each u-CoFe thickness 
has some ambiguity. These results indicate that it is 
possible to analyze the magnetic multilayered structure 
in the thickness of sub-nm. In order to investigate the 
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Fig.3 Experimental and calculated reflectivities 
measured at Co-K~, Cu-K~ and Cu-Kcx lines for the 
sample in the Ru layer of 0.4 nm thickness. 
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Fig.4 Designed Ru thickness dependence of analyzed 
thickness in each layer. 
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Fig.5 X2 distribution, ratio of X2 to the minimum value 
(X2 

min), versus the offset value of the d-CoFe thickness 
from the optimum. 

accuracy of the layered structure analysis using the 
MW-XRR method, d-CoFe thickness (tct-CoFe) was kept 
fixed to a value offset from the optimum (tct-CoFe,opt), and 
the other parameters were refined again. Fig.5 shows the 
X2 distribution, i.e., the ratio of X2 to the minimum value 
(X2 

min) versus the offset value of the d-CoFe thickness 
from the optimum. As ltct-CoFe - td-CoFe.optl is larger, 
X21X2

min in the 3-wave method increases but X21X2
min in 

the !-wave method almost never changes. This indicates 
that tct-CoFe by the 3-wave method can be refined more 
accurately than that by 1- or 2-wave method. 

3.4 Application ofMW-XRR 
Since the MW-XRR is a very accurate method to 

analyze multilayered structures, it can be applied to 
investigate the relationship between magnetic properties 
and layered structures, such as magnetoresistance versus 
thickness, density and interface roughness in each layer 
fabricated with an oxidation process. 

4.IN-PLANE X-RAY DIFFRACTION (IP-XRD)[l5,16] 
4.1 Outline ofiP-XRD 

The IP-XRD technique is indispensable for 
investigating poly-crystal structure in the magnetic 
multilayer, such as orientations, strain and grain size. 

The sensitivity of the GMR head depends on the grain 
size and the strain of the magnetic free layer. Therefore, 
analysis of the size and strain is important for producing 
good GMR heads. 

4.2 Experimental 
The layers of the sample (A), PtMn(15)/ CoFe(2)/ 

Ru(l)/ FeOx/ CoFe(2)/ Cu(2)/ CoFe(2)/ Cu(l)/ AlOx/ 
Ta(l), were deposited on a glass substrate coated with an 
under-layer. The sample (B) structure having a RuOx 
layer is similar to sample (A) instead of a FeOx layer. 
The fcc(lll) orientation of the layers of the samples is 
parallel to the normal of the glass substrate. The in-plane 
diffraction patterns of the samples were measured by a 
diffractometer at BL16XU in SPring-8 with an incident 
x-ray energy of 12.4 keY. To minimize the diffraction 
from the MnPt layer, the grazing incidence geometry 
was used with the incidence angle of 0.25 deg. The 
diffraction peaks were fitted by a Voigt function to 
obtain the peak width. The average crystallite size and 
the strain were analyzed using Hall's method, i.e. 
scattering vector dependence of the peak width[17]. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 
The in-plane diffraction profiles of the fcc(220) and 

(440) peaks of the samples are shown in Fig. 6. The 
(440) peak FWHM of sample (A) is smaller than that of 
sample (B). The Hall's plot is shown in Fig. 7. The 
intercept point and the gradient mean the average 
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Fig.6 In-plane diffraction profiles of the fcc(220) and 
( 440) peaks of the samples. 
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Fig.7 Hall's plot. ~ is peak's FWHM; e, crystallite size; 
11, random strain; A, x-ray wavelength. 
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Fig.8 TEM images. (a) sample (A); (b) sample (B). 

Table I Results of the crystallite size and the random 
strain of samples (A) and (B) using in-plane diffraction 
and TEM methods. 

TEM In-plane diffraction 

sample(A) 

sample (B) 

size(nm) 

7.3 

12.5 

size(nm) 

85 

10.5 

strain 

0.009 

0.014 

crystallite size and the random strain, respectively. Both 
the crystallite size and the random strain of the magnetic 
layer in sample (A) were smaller than those of sampl.e 
(B). Fig.8 shows the TEM images of the samples and It 
is clear that the grain size of sample (A) is smaller. The 
results obtained by IP-XRD and TEM show reasonable 
agreement (see Table I). Inserting the oxide layer in the 
GMR layer structure restricts the crystal growth from the 
substrate at the oxide layer. The good formation of the 
oxide layer such as FeOx will lead to small crystallite 
size and small random strain of the magnetic layer above 
the oxide layer. This causes the improvement of the soft 
magnetic property of sample (A). 

4.4 Application of IP-XRD 
IP-XRD is an indispensable method to analyze crystal 

structure in magnetic multilayers. It can be applied to 
investigate the relationship between the magnetic 
properties and the crystal structures such as grain size, 
strain, stacking fault, and so on. 

5. FUTURE ANALYSIS 
The full use of advanced analytical techniques is 

indispensable to investigate the structure of materials 
and devices and improve their properties. The 
performance of analytical instruments has been 
improved in resolution, sensitivity, accuracy and so on. 
The improved performance has been making it possible 
to observe reactions in situ. In the field of HDD, the 
following will be important: magnetic dyna1nics in the 
GHz region, contact phenomenon between head and 
media, local structure and dynamics of the magnetic 
moment, and so on. 
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